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Dielectric response of N2-Ar solid solutions in the audio frequency range
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High sensitivity dielectric measurements are reported for N2-Ar solid mixtures for 49,x(N2)
,100 mol%. The results show the onset of strong hysteresis effects for the temperature dependence of the
dielectric constant on thermal cycling below 30 K. These onset temperatures are identified with transitions to
a quadrupolar glass state. Samples cooled from high temperatures~above 50 K! in the presence of a small
external ac electric field also show a characteristic field-cooled history dependence down to 50% dilution of
N2. The results presented are purely empirical, but qualitative estimates of the magnitude of the effects using
a generalized fluctuation-dissipation argument are consistent with the observations.
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I. OVERVIEW

While ordinary glasses represent one of the oldest m
rials known to man, a comprehensive understanding of
formation of glasses has not yet been achieved. For this
son, interest has become focused on conceptually sim
systems that can serve as prototypes for studying the un
lying physics of glasses in general. The study of the so-ca
spin glasses has shown that the interplay between frustra
and disorder1 plays a key role in determining the glasslik
properties of these compounds. Dilute systems of interac
quadrupoles, such as ortho-para H2, ortho-para D2 , N2-Ar
mixtures, and KCN-KBr solid solutions, which incorpora
in a simple way both frustration and disorder, have theref
received a growing interest for studying glass formation. T
frustration in these systems is geometrical in nature beca
it arises from the topological impossibility of ensuring th
minimum possible energy for all pairs of neighboring elect
quadrupoles, and disorder comes from site replacemen
some of the quadrupole bearing molecules by noninterac
atoms. These molecular solids are therefore members
new class of systems exhibiting strong geometrical frus
tion for which phenomena have been recently observed
the magnetic analogs.2,3 In the case of N2-Ar solid solutions,
the oblate spheroid shaped N2 molecules bear electric quad
rupole moments while spherical noninteracting Ar ato
play the role of disorder. The interactions between N2 mol-
ecules are short ranged and well characterized, and due t
large physical sizes of the molecules the system can
treated classically. The effect of disorder can be system
cally studied in this system by changing the Ar concent
tion. For N2 concentrations greater than about 80%, the2
molecules achieve a long-range orientational order at
temperatures despite frustration and disorder. However,
ordering occurs only following a structural transition fro
the high temperature hcp lattice to a low temperatureT
,35.6 K) fcc lattice, and results in a periodic Pa3 structu4

for the quadrupoles. The structural and the orientatio
order-disorder transitions appear to occur along the s
phase boundary for high N2 concentrations.

At much lower N2 concentrations (,55%), there exists
a reentrant transition to the fcc lattice~Fig. 1!. It has
been proposed that this transition is also accompanied by
0163-1829/2003/67~17!/174204~8!/$20.00 67 1742
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appearance of a quasi-long-range quadrupolar orde
phase~phase IB!.5,6 At intermediate N2 concentrations, 57
,x(N2),78 mol%, the lattice symmetry remains hcp a
NMR studies show that for this lattice structure, the lo
temperature state is glasslike with random orientations
the molecular axes and a broad range of values for the l
order parameters. The local orientational ordering is sp
fied by two sets of parameters~i! the local orthonormal axes
(xi ,yi ,zi) associated with the mean orientation of the int
nuclear axis of each moleculei and~ii ! the intrinsic quadru-
polar parameters given by the mean alignments i5^2zi

2

2(xi
21yi

2)& and mean eccentricityh i5^xi
22yi

2& with re-
spect to these local axes. In terms of the polar ang
(u i , f i) that specify the instantaneous alignment of t
molecule with respect to these mean axess i5^(3 cos2ui

FIG. 1. N2-Ar phase diagram showing the glass-phase bound
deduced from the dielectric response of these solid solutions
cussed in Sec. II .
©2003 The American Physical Society04-1
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21)/2& and h i5^2 sin2u i cos 2fi&. The short range correla
tions between the axes and the order parameters di
guishes the glass state from the independent particle p
electric state. The temperature dependence of the local o
parameters observed by the NMR measurements was sm
with no clear abrupt transition temperature or evidence
the expected hysteresis or nonequilibrium behavior expe
for a glass state. Analysis of the NMR experiments a
showed that at low temperatures the glass states were
acterized by a broad distribution of order parameters,
this property and the general temperature dependence
been verified by recent computer simulations.1,7

The purpose of the experiments reported here was
study the dielectric response function using high sensitiv
methods to test for the existence of the characteristic g
features in solid N2-Ar mixtures where, because of the hig
polarizability of the N2 molecules~compared, for example
to H2), one would have much higher sensitivities for probi
the glasslike features than in the NMR experiments. The
periments were stimulated by the striking field-cooling
fects observed recently in the electric susceptibility meas
ments of solid N2.8–10 When field-cooled from high
temperature in the presence of a small ac electric excita
field, pure N2 showed distinct memory and aging effec
even on cooling into the low temperature fcc phase. T
electric field induced behavior occurs without the prese
of disorder and is believed to result from the complex g
metrical nature of the frustration of the interactions and ste
hindrance that lead to a significant coupling of the center
mass positions of the molecules and the relative orientat
of the molecular axes. These memory effects are not
pected for the pure systems where glass states are no
served, and they persist even after very careful annea
procedures, showing that they are not generated by com
coarse-grained defect formation~cracks, bubbles, impurities
etc.!. It is, however, possible that the behavior is linked to t
crystalline martensitic lattice changes, hcp-to-fcc transitio
that accompany the orientational ordering transitions in th
systems.11 It has been postulated11 that these Martensitic
transitions generate memory effects in which skeletal thre
of the hcp grain boundaries remain in the ordered fcc str
ture after the transitions. These persistent defect areas
then nucleate areas of high dielectric polarization in the p
ence of applied electric fields, which will in turn result
induced anisotropy for the dielectric susceptibility. Similar
the phenomena observed for magnetic spin glasses and
frustrated magnetic systems,12 relatively small applied fields
can then be used to demonstrate memory effects. In par
lar, the results observed for the molecular glasses sh
show similarities to the aging and memory effects obser
for the dynamic susceptibility of the magnetic spin glas
CuMn and CdCr1.7In0.3S4.13

II. PHASE DIAGRAM

The first structural phase diagram for (N2)x-Ar12x solid
mixtures was reported by Barrett and Meyer using x-
diffraction.14 The phase diagram is shown in Fig. 1 with th
solid lines and solid squares designating the observed tra
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tion temperatures for the abrupt lattice changes from the
phase~region II! to the fcc phase~region III!. No structural
transition was observed for 56%,x(N2),77%, and no pe-
riodic long range orientational ordering was detected in
entire hcp phase down to 2 K.15 NMR measurements o
15N2 in N2-Ar mixtures revealed a quadrupolar glass stat16

below 10 K for x(N2)567%. In this glass state, both th
principal axes for the molecular quadrupoles and the lo
order parameters evaluated with respect to those axes va
random throughout the sample. Furthermore, the value
the order parameters were observed to be frozen with res
to temperature below about 6 K with the low temperature
limits considerably less than the rigid orientation valuess i
51,h i50. ~The NMR line shapes are very different if onl
the molecular axes are random. The state with both axes
order parameters varying at random has been referred to
quadrupolar glass to distinguish that state from an orien
tional glass in which only the orientations of the axes oc
at random.! Only quadrupolar or orientational glass stat
have been reported as long as the lattice structure
hcp.1,5,6,14–25No slow rotations were detected using spin ec
oes and stimulated echo techniques16 in this regime. Neutron
scattering on samples withx(N2)572% observed only shor
range orientational order at low temperatures.20 The disorder
was found to be dynamic at high temperatures and ‘‘froz
in’’ at lower temperatures. Specific heat measurements
these concentrations19 did not show any discontinuous be
havior, or slow thermal relaxations, that occur in ordina
glasses. It was not clear from these studies if the absenc
relaxation effects was due to the time scale of observatio
whether the effects were too small to be detected by
NMR and thermodynamic measurements.

While much scattered information is available from a
these experiments, no systematic measurements have
carried out to map out the orientational and quadrupo
phase boundaries as a function of N2 concentration. In par-
ticular, for N2 concentrations close to 50%, Hamidaet al.5,6

have deduced the existence of a quasi-long-range quadr
lar ordered state in the reentrant fcc structure based on
observation of a very sharp distribution of the quadrupo
order parameters observed by NMR. In this quadrupolar s
~region IB in Fig. 1!, the molecular axes may either be o
dered periodically or distributed at random, but the me
order parameters evaluated with respect to those local
have a very narrow distribution. This is distinct from th
neighboring quadrupolar glass phase~region IIB! with ap-
proximately the same substitutional disorder but in the h
phase. The NMR experiments carried out for powd
samples measure only the local~quadrupolar! order param-
eter distribution and do not provide information about t
ordering of the axes. It is therefore not known whether
quadrupolar ordering that reappears in the fcc structur
due to the lowering of frustration or another effect. In t
present work, we report systematic studies of the ac die
tric constant for a wide range of N2 concentrations that were
carried out to obtain more precise information about the o
entational ordering near the glass transition regions, an
test for the hysteresis and aging effects that characte
glass behavior.
4-2
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Dielectric spectroscopy can be used to determine the
lecular reorientation rates in polar and nonpolar systems.
anisotropic component of the dielectric susceptibility of
ensemble of nonpolar molecules is directly related to
local order parameters. The polarizabilitya is separable into
an isotropic componenta iso and an anisotropic componen
aaniso. The average polarizability is defined asa05 1

3 (a i
12a') wherea i anda' are the polarizabilities parallel an
perpendicular to the molecular axes, respectively. The iso
pic component is simplya' and the anisotropic componen
is given by9,26,27

aaniso5
1

3
Da^^3 cos2uE~ i !21&&, ~1!

where Da5(a i2a'). uE( i ) is the polar angle specifying
the orientation of the applied electric field with respect to
instantaneous molecular axes (xi ,yi ,zi) of the i th molecule.
The averagê ^•••&& refers to both a configurational and
time average. The anisotropy is very high for N2 molecules
Da/a050.4, ~Ref. 28! and as a consequence, dielectric me
surements can provide a powerful tool for probing the gl
formation over a range of frequencies that are especially
evant to the dynamical time scale of the glass freezing in
system. The polarizability is determined from the observ
dielectric constant« using the Clausius-Mossotti relationa
5(3/4pN)(«21)/(«22). aanisodepends directly on the lo
cal order parameters, the alignments i(T) and the eccentric-
ity h i(T), through the relation

aaniso52
1

3
DaH s i~T!P2@cosQE~ i !#

1
3

2
h i sin2QE~ i !cos@2FE~ i !#J . ~2!

@QE( i ),FE( i )# are the polar angles specifying the orien
tion of the electric field with respect to the local symme
axes.aaniso50 at high temperatures, but at low temperatu
there is a finite contribution depending on the nature of
ordering and the correlations between the order parame
and the local molecular axes. If there are no correlations,
variables (s i ,h i) and@QE( i ),FE( i )# are separable, and on
can perform independent averages over the positions an
order parameters. For a powder sample, the average van
if the variables are separable. For perfect Pa3 ordering
single crystal, Meyer and colleagues26 showed that the aver
age is also zero. This result is very important for the curr
experiments because the background signal vanishes fo
disordered phase and for simple periodic ordering. The m
surements are therefore particularly sensitive to the corr
tions between the order parameters and the configuration
the molecular axes which is exactly what one wishes to st
for the glass states. It is important to note that for the triv
low temperature para-dielectric state with molecular a
and order parameters locally frozen, these correlations s
ply vanish. The correlations provide the key to probing t
underlying nature of this class of glasses.

In the experiments reported here, the applied elec
fields are used to measure the dielectric susceptibilities
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their thermal history in order to determine the dynamic
behavior of the order parameters. The external electric fi
by itself is not used as a means of generating glass beha
as it is not the field conjugate to the order parameter. In
rectly, however, because of the coupling between the cen
of mass and the orientation of the molecules arising fr
steric hindrance, there will be a secondary effect where
plied electric fields will induce reorientations that can lead
measurable effects in high sensitivity measurements.

Because of the lack of the required experimental sens
ity in the past, no dielectric susceptibility experiments we
carried out for N2-Ar solid solutions because these molecu
do not possess a permanent dipole moment. CO with
small intrinsic dipole moment has been used for the diel
tric spectroscopy of orientational glasses but the phase s
ration of CO-Ar solutions hinders systematic studies of
electric behavior. However, the dielectric spectroscopy
CO/N2 /Ar solid solutions18,29showed that the CO reorienta
tion rate slowed down through audio frequencies from 15
below 4 K. From the temperature dependence of the m
CO reorientation rate, Liuet al.18 concluded that cooperativ
freezing processes are not involved in the slowing of
molecular reorientation rates, but whether this kinetic eff
is intimately related to the formation of the quadrupolar gla
was not clear. No cusp maxima were observed in dielec
measurements at microwave frequencies for N2-Ar
mixtures17 corresponding to the orientational glass sta
However, the characteristic reorientational time scale5 for
this glass state is 1024 s, and one would not expect to ob
serve the effects of the glass regime at microwave frequ
cies. Moreover, the aging behavior observed8 for pure solid
N2 is seen only in the audio frequency range. With the abi
to measure the real part of the dielectric constant with
sensitivity of two parts per billion at audio frequencies,30 one
can probe the local ordering in the quadrupolar glass stat
N2-Ar mixtures down to 4.2 K and investigate the gla
boundary very accurately.

III. EXPERIMENTAL DATA

As discussed in the preceding section, previous stud
had not been able to detect a clear experimental demarca
or phase boundary between the low temperature orientati
glass state and the high temperature rotationally disorde
phase in solid N2-Ar mixtures. In addition, none of the
memory or aging effects that characterize glass states
been observed. In contrast, Fig. 2 shows the results of h
sensitivity measurements of the dielectric constant of N2-Ar
mixtures carried out for various N2 concentrations above
51%. Unmistakable hysteresis effects are observed for t
mal cycles in the glass states. In Fig. 2«8 is the value of« at
4.2 K on the lower warm-up curve. The measuring field o
kV/m at 1 kHz was turned on at 4.2 K, and for this set
data the sample temperature was never raised above 3
while the field was on. All the samples were prepared first
mixing the gases at room temperature for more than 24 h
then condensing to the liquid phase at least twice. After e
condensation, the complete sample was brought back
room temperature before recondensing, and then finally
4-3
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nealed near the solid-liquid transition temperature for 6 t
h while monitoring the saturated vapor pressure to check
further gas flow and remove/reduce voids as much as
sible. The absolute value of the dielectric constant obtai
at 4.2 K from multiple solid samples~for the same gas mix
ture annealed as explained earlier! clearly showed that addi
tional gas did not enter the cell and similar temperature
pendence of«(T) for T,30 K showed that phase separati
of N2 and Ar did not occur for any of the mixtures studie
To avoid further gas flow, a fine capillary with a heat
wound around it in vacuum jacket is used as a sample
line and once the sample is condensed the heater is turne
to freeze all remaining gas at 4.2 K at a point remote fr
the neck of the sample cell. For the sample with 90% N2, no
hysteresis was observed in«(T) with thermal cycling below
35 K, and«(T) changed smoothly without any observab
jump at Tab ~Fig. 3!. A distinct jump is observed only fo
x(N2)5100%. Forx(N2),100%, Tab is characterized by

FIG. 2. «(T) of N2-Ar mixtures below 30 K for 1 kHz and 5
kV/m measuring field. The field was turned on at 4.2 K and
sample temperature was never raised above 35 K while the
was applied. For 84 and 80 % N2-Ar mixtures the hysteresis be
tween the values measured for warming~open triangles! and cool-
ing ~inverted open triangles! occurs only in the glass state which
sandwiched between theb and a phases for these samples. Th
hysteresis loop increases with decreasing N2 concentration. For 70
60, and 51 % N2-Ar mixtures, the hysteresis loop is open down
4.2 K and the onset of the glass regime~indicated byTg) is char-
acterized by the change of slope of«(T). W andC designate warm-
ing and cooling cycles respectively. The areas of the hyster
loops can be related to the glass temperatures through a gener
fluctuation-dissipation relation.
17420
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the change of slope in«(T) at this temperature.

A. Hysteresis effects

For samples with 84% N2 we observed a strong hysteres
loop in «(T) ~Fig. 2!, when the sample is thermally cycle
between 4.2 and 30 K. The low temperaturea and high
temperatureb phases are identified at either end of the h
teresis loop. This is the first direct observation of the e
pected glass behavior in the orientational glass state of N2-Ar
mixtures. The onset of the hysteresis behavior is very c
for all the samples studied.

Figure 2 shows«(T) for four additional samples with
decreasing N2 concentration. For all the plots in Fig. 2, u
triangles represent data taken while warming and down
angles represent data taken while cooling. It is clear fr
these plots thatTg progressively decreases with decreas
N2 concentration. Most significantly, the hysteresis loop
«(T) becomes open ended at 4.2 K forx(N2),77%, i.e.,
there is no transition to the long range orientationally orde
state forx(N2),77%. We identify the onset of the glas
state with the temperature (Tg) for which one observes the
closing of the hysteresis loop and the discontinuity in t
sloped«(T)/dT. This onset temperature is taken as the tra
sition temperature to the glass state in the phase diagra
Fig. 1. These plots show that the hysteresis increases
decreasing N2 concentration.

Figure 1 summarizes the results obtained from the st
of the detailed dielectric response functions of N2-Ar solid

e
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FIG. 3. «(T) of zero field cooled N2-Ar mixtures for 1 kHz and
5 kV/m excitation field for 70,x(N2),100 mol%. A distinct jump
at theab transition is clearly seen only for pure N2. The values of
Tab shift to lower temperatures with decreasing N2 concentration.
Only warming data are shown.
4-4
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DIELECTRIC RESPONSE OF N2-Ar SOLID . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B67, 174204 ~2003!
solutions. The solid circles designating the transitions fr
the hcp to the glass state for N2 concentrations down to 51%
are from this work~region IIB!. The solid line~and solid
squares! mark the separation of the high temperature h
phase from the high-temperature part of the fcc phase
obtained from x-ray studies.14 The area covered by th
dashed lines represents the region of the orientational g
phase studied by the measurements reported here. We
tained 35.5160.10 K for thea-b transition temperatureTab
compared to the accepted value of 35.61 K. From the
served hysteresis loops as well as from the accuracy of
thermometers, we conclude that the phase boundary betw
fcc and hcp phases~solid curve separating regions III an
IIB ! does not coincide with a simple orientational ord
disorder transition, but rather that there is an intermed
phase between the disorderedb phase and the cubic Pa
structure. The branching of the lines connecting solid circ
for N2 concentrations greater than 77% shows that an or
tational glass regime exists even in the fcc phase. Also fr
Fig. 1, it is clear that the new phase~region IB! observed by
Hamidaet al.5 where the mean order parameters evalua
with respect to the local axes have a very narrow distribut
~or quadrupolarization!, is a part of the orientational glas
state identified from these dielectric measurements.

It is instructive to consider the observed hystereses,
their dependence on the argon concentration, using the
eralized fluctuation-dissipation relation developed by Cu
andolo and Kurchan.12,31 The observed areasH@x(N2),TG#
of the hystereses are listed in Table I for different concen
tions, and also shown scaled relative toHmax;2.2
31022 K. Cugliandolo and Kurchan considered the o
equilibrium response functionR(t,tw) for the order param-
eter correlation functionC(t,tw) observed for spin glasse
and related systems at timet when an applied field is cut of
at time tw . They developed a generalized relationR(t,tw)
5b*X(C)dC, where for equilibrium statesX(C)51 and
Reqm5bDt, as expected from the fluctuation-dissipati
theorem withb51/(kBT) andD the diffusion constant. Fo
large t and tw , Cugliandolo and Kurchan12,31 demonstrated
thatX(C);T/Tdyn whereTdyn is a characteristic temperatur
for the onset of glassy dynamics. Summing the express
for R over the temperature cycle for the hysteresis, one fi
an estimate for the area of the hysteresis given by

H5( kBTDR;~TG
2 /Tdyn!@C~0,tw!2C~ t,tw!#. ~3!

TABLE I. Dependence of the hysteresis areaH on nitrogen
concentration.

x(N2)(%) Tg(K) H(%K) H/Hmax (H/Hmax)/@12x(N2)#

84 28.6 0.08 0.036 0.23
80 26.2 0.06 0.027 0.14
70 10.8 0.07 0.032 0.11
60 10.5 0.12 0.054 0.14
51 10.1 0.17 0.077 0.16
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Making the extrapolation that the hysteresisH observed for
the dielectric constant in the current experiments, scale
the same fashion as the conjugate field of the order par
eters, but must be renormalized to the maximum anisotr
expected for«, we estimateH/Hmax;0.2@12QEA(tw)#,
where QEA@x(N2),tw# is the Edwards-Anderson order pa
rameter for the glass state after the thermal cycle. This re
can only be considered as an order of magnitude estim
but it is in reasonable agreement with the values listed
Table I.

Figure 3 shows the temperature dependence of«(T) ob-
served on warming from low temperatures for zero-fie
cooled N2-Ar mixtures. For the sake of clarity, data for 6
and 51 % N2 concentrations are not shown in this plot
they are very similar to that of the 70% N2 sample. The
fractional changes in« at the transitions are listed in Table I
The changes decrease with nitrogen concentration and
approximated by

d«

«
.~1.360.2!x~N2!Tab31026. ~4!

There is no available detailed theory for the observed c
centration dependence of the change in« at the transition,
but the systematic empirical trend clearly shows that this
an intrinsic property of the transition from the ordered to t
disordered state, rather than one induced by random an
reproducible crystalline defects. Note that the general f
tures for the hysteresis and memory effects as summarize
Tables I and II are observed for different samples prepa
from different condensations but for the same N2 concentra-
tions. In the following sections we discuss the dependenc
the dielectric response of N2-Ar mixtures on the external~ac!
electric field.

B. Electric field dependent behavior in the glass state

In addition to the above results, the results of previo
studies8–10 showed dramatic aging effects as a function
the applied ac electric fields and the thermal history of
sample. Figure 4 shows the dielectric response of a 7
N2-Ar sample, first cooled to 4.2 K in zero field, the
warmed up to 54 K in 5 kV/m and 1 kHz excitation field
The sample was annealed during warmup as described in
caption of Fig. 4 in the presence of the field, cooled to 4.2
~‘‘field cooled’’ !, and then warmed up again. The field i
duced change of almost 1% in«(T) for T,10 K, and pro-
nounced hysteretic behavior show that the applied elec
field significantly modifies the free energy landscape of co

TABLE II. Concentration dependence of the change in« at the
ab transition.

x(N2) (d«/«) 3103 Tab @(d«/«)x(N2)Tab#3106

100 5.40 35.51 1.5
90 3.96 31.72 1.4
84 2.63 28.63 1.1
80 2.42 26.2 1.2
4-5
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PILLA, HAMIDA, MUTTALIB, AND SULLIVAN PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 174204 ~2003!
plex potential energy minima. In addition, a few sharp dro
in the value of« are observed on cooling~but not on warm-
ing!. These appear to be sharp transitions between neigh
ing configurational minima. The lack of such events
warming implies an effective erasure of memory effects
warming following aging at low temperatures analogous
the phenomena observed in spin-glass systems and cons
with recent views of glass formation in terms of replica sy
metry breaking.12,31 Similar measurements carried out o
solid solutions withx(N2) of 90, 84, and 80 % showed sim
lar behavior as well~not shown here!.

It turns out that in all field cooled measurements, for t
sample in Fig. 4 as well as pure N2 and for all N2-Ar samples
studied down to 51% N2 concentration, there exists a cha
acteristic temperatureTh , such that only samples raised to
temperatureT.Th in the presence of the field and the
cooled shows hysteresis similar to Fig. 4. This hysteresi
erased and the sample retraces the lower curve in Fig. 4 i
sample is annealed at a temperatureT.Th in zero field for
10 to 12 h and then cooled to 4.2 K. This result shows t
the resulting hysteresis is not due to simple volume effe
such as annealing of voids, grain boundaries, or new mat
entering the sample cell. Samples warmed toT,Th do not
show any hysteresis except in the orientational glass reg

FIG. 4. «(T) of 70% N2-Ar mixtures field cooled in 1 kHz and
5 kV/m electric field. Vertical arrows mark the spontaneous chan
of polarization at various random temperatures, while arrows al
the curves indicate the direction of change in temperature. A kin
;44 K is observed during the first warming cycle, which is pr
duced after annealing at 42,T,45 K for 6 to 8 h. The sharp in-
crease atT;49 K on annealing is similar to that reported for 100
N2 ~Ref. 8!. W andC designate warming and cooling cycles respe
tively.
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e.g., for a sample raised to 15 K only, the results sho
in the inset of Fig. 4 are similar to the zero field results
Fig. 2.

Figure 5 shows the data for 70% N2-Ar mixture raised to
58 K in the presence of the field. Al-like cusp behavior was
observed atTl556.5 K which is distinct from theab lattice
transition. AboveTl , «(T) is highly reproducible without
any detectable hysteresis as expected for the disordered
On field cooling belowTl , another sharp peak is observed
T5Tl21.0 K with reduced peak height. when compar
with the cusp maxima observed for« for a 100% N2 at Tl ,8

the peak height for 70% N2 sample is about 1.75 time
smaller; i.e., with decreasing N2 concentration the cusp
maxima decreases. As pointed out earlier, these results do
indicate a phase separation of N2 and Ar.

For 60% N2-Ar samples, a strong hysteresis is observ
similar to the 70% N2-Ar samples, but the characterist
spontaneous jumps in«(T) are missing, as shown in Fig. 6
This indicates that samples with decreasing concentration
N2 show decreasing sharp features. The cusp feature atTl is
further reduced in amplitude by a factor of 3.5. Above 57
«(T) varies linearly with increasing temperature up to t
melting temperature (TM), where a sharp drop occurs~Fig.
7!. For T.Tl , «(T) is highly reproducible without hyster
esis. Similar to the 60% N2 sample,« for a 51% N2-Ar
sample in Fig. 8 shows a sharp increase atTl21.2 K. At

s
g

at

-

FIG. 5. «(T) of 70% N2-Ar mixtures field cooled in 1 kHz and
5 kV/m electric field near melting temperature. A sharp peak in
temperature dependence for«(T) as well as small hysteresis occu
at Tl . The bidirectional arrow indicates a region with no hystere
and vertical arrows indicate spontaneous change of«(T). W andC
designate warming and cooling cycles, respectively.
4-6
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DIELECTRIC RESPONSE OF N2-Ar SOLID . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B67, 174204 ~2003!
FIG. 6. «(T) of 60% N2-Ar mixtures field cooled in 1 kHz and
5 kV/m electric field. Although no spontaneous changes in po
ization are observed, strong field-induced hysteresis is obser
Also no kink at;44 K is observed but there exists a change
slope at this temperature. Arrows indicate the direction of chang
temperature whileW andC designate warming and cooling cycle
respectively.

FIG. 7. «(T) of 60% N2-Ar mixtures field cooled in 1 kHz and
5 kV/m electric field near melting temperature. Al-like cusp in
«(T) at Tl as well as a smaller peak in«(T) belowTl is observed.
Bidirectional arrow indicates region with no hysteresis while ve
cal arrows show rapid change in«(T) in time.
17420
Tl , the cusp maximum is reduced by a factor of 7. ForT
.Tl , no hysteresis is observed in« for any of the samples
studied, indicating that the solid is in a ‘‘rotational-mel
state; i.e., forTl,T,TM , the individual molecules are
completely free to rotate before the lattice meltdown atTM .

Our observations indicate that belowTh , for zero field
cooled samples of all N2-Ar mixtures,«(T) attains equilib-
rium value very quickly~typically in a few sec! when T is
changed, but for field cooled samples the time required
attain equilibrium value varies from few minutes to fe
hours depending on the temperature. In particular, for 4
,T,43 K, «(T) changes slowly in 6 to 8 h resulting in a
kink at Th and for 50,T,53 K it changes in 10 to 12 h
resulting in a peak at 52 K. ForT,41 K as well as for 53
,T,56 K, «(T) attains equilibrium value in a few min
utes but forT.56 K the response is similar to the zero fie
cooled samples~i.e., a few sec!.

IV. CONCLUSION

The results reported here for high sensitivity measu
ments of the dielectric susceptibility of solid N2-Ar mixtures
have provided new information about the nature of the ph
diagram for the orientational degrees of freedom of mole
lar rotors in the presence of disorder. Distinct hysteresis
fects have been observed and these are attributed to the
of the glassy dynamics and memory phenomena of the q
drupolar glass states previously inferred from NMR studi

r-
d.

f
in

-

FIG. 8. «(T) of 51% N2-Ar mixtures field cooled in 1 kHz and
5 kV/m electric field. No kink at;44 K is observed but the chang
of slope about this temperature is observed. Al-like cusp in«(T) is
observed atTl , as well as a smaller peak in«(T) below Tl .
Arrows indicate the direction of change in temperature whileW and
C designate warming and cooling cycles, respectively.
4-7
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PILLA, HAMIDA, MUTTALIB, AND SULLIVAN PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 174204 ~2003!
Exploration of the temperature dependence of the dielec
constant on thermal cycling, with and without applied ele
tric fields, have revealed the existence of history-depend
nonequilibrium behaviors for the electric response functi
The areas of the hystereses measured for thermal cycles
series of samples with different concentrations, were
served to increase systematically with increasing disor
~increasing Ar concentration!. The order of magnitude of the
observed hystereses is consistent with the values estim
from the generalized off-equilibrium response function
developed for glass systems by Cugliandolo a
Kurchan.12,31

The glasslike behavior in this class of systems is att
uted to the combined effects of strong geometrical frustra
and the substitutional disorder which leads to a thermo
namically large number of almost degenerate ground sta
Applied ac electric fields in the range 1–103 kHz are effec-
tive in perturbing this energy landscape, resulting in the
served field-cooling effects similar to~but not identical to!
those observed in frustrated magnetic systems. It is impor
to note that the ac electric field is not the conjugate field
the order parameters for molecular rotators~which would be
an electric field gradient! but the polarization induced by th
field can nevertheless induce changes in the molecular o
tations that depend on the local geometrical correlations@Eq.
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~2!#. These effects are erased on warming to a well-defi
temperature region. We do not believe that the observat
are attributable to static brute force effects of the appl
field. We rather believe that the applied fields can sign
cantly alter the dynamics of the approach to thermal equi
rium. With energies of the order of Efield
510222 ergs/ molecule, the applied fields will lift by sma
amounts the degeneracies in energies of some cluster
figurations. If these changes in energy are comparable t
greater than the width of the energy states, the transi
rates become altered quite significantly. This would be
served for transition frequenciesv;E/\; kHz which is
consistent with the results presented here.

The onset of the hysteresis observed fore(T) provides
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